VARIO-LINE

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE

Linear shower drainage channel systems

VARIO-LINE EPS
VARIO-LINE Metal
LINEAR SHOWER FREELY POSITIONABLE TILED SHOWERS
DRAINAGE CHANNEL SYSTEMS
The latest generation, with unique advantages

- "Square" grille, polished
- Drainage channel
- 2nd drainage level
- Sealing liner
- Mounting block
- Drain, 65 mm
**SIMPLE, CLEAN AND PRECISE INSTALLATION**
The separate, moulded sealing liner is not fixed in place until after the floor screed has been installed. The channel body therefore provides a precise and completely accessible edge for striking off the floor screed at the required gradient and there is no danger of the sealing liner being damaged or soiled during installation.

**OPTIMAL HYGIENE**
due to the completely even and smooth run-off surface of the drainage channel that presents no hindrance whatsoever. Most of the drainage channel systems available on the market have protruding fixings or undercuts that make cleaning difficult and cleaning intervals shorter. This is where most of the dirt and soap residues collect.

**UNIQUE SEALING**
Absolutely water-tight and absolutely secure, thanks to the deep-drawn foil seal that joins to the DURABASE WP bonding sealant.

**FULLY HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE**
during the installation procedure itself, for tile thicknesses from 6 to 21 mm (*6 / 9 / 12 / 15 / 18 / 21 mm*). With many other channels, the exact frame height has to be specified in advance.

**SECOND DRAINAGE LEVEL**
Any water the seeps through the grout lines and under the tiling is drained away safely via the integrated seal in the drain.

*) For detailed information and precise visible and installation dimensions, please refer to the technical data sheets at www.dural.com
VARIO-LINE EPS

VARIO-LINE lives up to its name in every respect. VARIO-LINE can be used anywhere and everywhere. The VARIO-LINE EPS model includes a mounting block that is specially designed for easy installation. VARIO-LINE EPS can be placed in position in no time at all and connected to the existing wastewater pipe using the standard DN 50 drain.

“Vario” is also a byword when selecting floor tiles, since VARIO-LINE can adapt to suit the height of the tiles (from 6 to 21 mm), even as they are being laid.
Genuine innovation has arrived, where before there was just a “hole”. Now there is the unique sealing system of the “VARIO-LINE” shower drainage channel. A sealing liner that extends continuously across the entire body of the channel and over the edges ensures that any moisture that finds its way through grout lines in the tiles is always drained safely away via a second drainage level.

At the same time, the “DURABASE wP” sealing system, with its sealing membranes for floors and walls, internal and external corners, pipe collars and sealing tape, ensures perfect tanking and creates a durable, waterproof base for wall and floor areas.

VARIO-LINE Metal has adjustable, sound-insulated mounting feet that allow precise levelling – ideal for communal showers.
VARIO-LINE
Basic Set/Complete Set

No two bathroom projects are the same, but the wide variety of design options must always be reconciled with the logistics of ordering and warehousing. This is why VARIO-LINE is available as a Basic Set or as a Complete Set, in nine different lengths.

The Basic Set comprises a mounting block, sealing liner and drainage channel.

The Complete Set includes a "Square polished" designer grille and a 65 mm floor drain in addition to the basic set components.

Both sets can be ordered as VARIO-LINE EPS or Metal versions.

Channel support block  Galvanised sheet steel with mounting feet or EPS mounting block
Channel tray  Stainless-steel (V2A, 1.4301)
Floor drain heights  65 / 75 / 85 / 95 mm *
Sealing liner  Polypropylene (PP)
Floor drain  Polypropylene (PP)
Loading class  K 3 (max. 300 kg)
Pipe connection  DN 50 or DN 40/50
Visible lengths:  300, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1,000, 1,100, 1,200 mm *
Lowest installation height  89 mm *

*) For detailed information and precise visible and installation dimensions, please refer to the technical data sheets at www.dural.com
The VARIO-LINE range of accessories is designed to provide the greatest possible variety of options for your bathroom project. The Basic Set can be fitted with a designer grille, a cover or a panel, as desired. These are made of solid stainless steel, with a matt or polished finish. Alternatively, you can create your own tiled design using a stainless-steel tile frame.

Variation is also possible when it comes to outflow rates. There are four standard drains (65, 75, 85 and 95 mm; DN 40/50), one turbo drain and one vertical drain (DN 50) to choose from.

A particular highlight of the VARIO-LINE accessory range is the two-piece gradient profile with matching wall edge profile, made of stainless steel. These create a visually and technically sophisticated drainage gradient with particularly elegant edging along the wedge-shaped sides of the shower floor.
DURAL is a comprehensive provider of floor-level shower systems, profiles and matting systems for walls and floors.

- Junction, edging, decorative and divider profiles
- Cover and junction profiles
- Shower systems
  - Drainage channel systems
  - Point drainage systems
- Skirting bus bar systems
- Wall/Floor junction profiles
- Movement joint profiles
- Matting systems for decoupling, sealing, drainage, footfall sound and thermal insulation
- Stair-edge profiles
- Doormat systems
- Profile systems for parquet, laminate and carpeted floors
- Balcony edging profiles
- Skirting profiles
- Doormat systems
- Profile systems for parquet, laminate and carpeted floors
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